
 

Lit.   &   Comp.   100   Research   Paper   
This   year,   we   have   talked   about   fallacies,   reasoning,   and   analysis.   We   have   talked   about   SOAPStone   and  
how   other   authors   use   literary   devices   to   convince   us   to   think,   feel,   believe,   or   act   a   certain   way.   Now   it   is  
your   turn   to   take   what   you   have   observed   from   other   writers   and   begin   to   put   it   into   practice   by   writing   an  
argumentative   research   paper.  

This   paper   will   require   you   to   research   a   topic,   take   a   stand   on   that   topic,   and   use   argumentation   skills   to  
convince   others   to   consider   your   side.  

Practicing   these   skills   will   help   you   through   the   rest   of   your   life   to   communicate   with   others   and   accomplish  
what   you   believe   to   be   important.   If   you   ever   want   to   convince   your   boss   to   give   you   a   raise,   or   need   to  
speak   out   against   something   you   disagree   with,   or   want   to   reach   someone   with   a   message,   then   you   will   use  
skills   developed   in   writing   this   paper.   

In   order   for   people   to   take   you   and   your   message   seriously,   you   have   to   think   about   credibility   (Ethos),  
connection   with   your   audience   (Pathos),   and   reasoning   (Logos).   This   research   paper   will   help   you   learn   how  
to   use   these   tools   to   make   a   convincing   point.  

We   will   complete   the   project   in   stages   and   we   will   chunk   it   into   smaller   parts   that   you   will   complete  
according   to   deadlines.  

The   end   goal   -   Overall   requirements :   

1) You   will    choose   your   topic    from   a   list   of   provided   topics   about   WWII,   the   holocaust,   and  
the   great   depression.    ONLY   2   PEOPLE    per   class   can   sign   up   for   the   same   topic.  

2)   You   will   need:    at   least   5   credible   sources    (magazines,   books,   newspaper   or   journal  
articles,   credible   websites,   podcasts,   videos,   etc.)   -   you   won’t   be   able   to   just   look   things  
up   online   and   use   the   first   5   sources.   

3) Your   paper   will   be   at   least    3   FULL   pages    long   (no   more   than   4).   
4) You   must   use   MLA   formatting   AND   CITATIONS   with   an   MLA   works   cited   page  

(quoting   and   referencing   those   5   sources)    As   usual,   plagiarism   will   earn   you   a   0   on   the  
assignment,   no   questions   asked.   Make   sure   you   cite.   

5) You   will   present    some   of    your   findings   to   the   rest   of   the   class   in   preparation   for   our   next  
two   reading   assignments.  

 
The   proposed   due   date   is    the   end   of   March/beginning   of   April,   2020 .   

 



 

Topics  

Below   is   the   list   of   topics   that   you   will   choose   from.   Highlight/circle   your   top   3   choices.   Only   2   people  
per   class   can   sign   up   for   each   topic.   As   you   choose,   consider   these   2   questions:   1)   Which   of   these   topics  
interests/intrigues    you?   2)   Are   there   any   topics   that   you   already   know   a   little   bit   about?  

The   Great   Depression  

1) What   was/were   the   primary   cause(s)   of   the   Great   Depression?  
2) Make   an   argument   that   the   Great   Depression   was   harder   on   those   in   rural   areas   than   on  

those   living   in   the   city.  
3)   FDR’s   New   Deal   was   not   a   good   choice   for   America   long-term.  
4) Some   critics   during   FDR’s   presidency   claimed   that   FDR   was   a   dictator.   Defend   or   refute  

this   claim.  
5) Choose   three   ways   the   depression   changed   American   culture   and   politics.   Were   these  

changes   harmful   or   beneficial?  

WWII/Holocaust  

6) The   Great   Depression   caused   World   War   II.  
7) Germany   was   treated   fairly/unfairly   at   the   end   of   World   War   I.   
8) America   should   have   joined   WWII   sooner.  
9) The   German   people   could   have   done   more   to   stop   the   holocaust.  
10) World   War   II   changed   the   role   of   women   in   American   culture.  
11) Why   did   facism   appeal   to   the   Germans   after   WWI?  
12) What   are   three   ways   WWII   changed   the   world?  
13) How   did   technology   impact   WWII   in   general   and   the   holocaust   specifically?  
14) What   are   three   ways   that   WWII   changed   how   the   US   wages   war?  
15) Hitler   would   not   have   been   successful   without   the   use   of   propaganda.  
16) Why   is   the   holocaust   significant   to   human   history?   
17) The   Nuremberg   Trials   were   effective   and/or   necessary.  
18) The   holocaust   is   a   historic   event   and   should   be   taught   in   every   American   school.  
19) Could   an   event   like   the   holocaust   occur   in   America?   How   should   we   act   in   light   of   your  

answer?  
20) Was   the   Marshall   Plan   more   successful   than   the   Dawes   Plan?   As   a   part   of   answering   this  

question,   you   also   must   define   how   success   should   be   measured   in   this   context   (e.g.  
Which   one   met   more   of   its   goals?   Or   which   was   more   efficient?   Or   which   was   better   in  
the   long-term?).   Why   should   we   use   your   chosen   metric   to   determine   success?  

21) Do   you   think   the   United   Nations   would   be   as   powerful   as   it   is   today   without   WW2?   


